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trigger warnings
This issue covers some sensitive topics

and may be triggering for some

readers. Each article will be marked

with a specific TW and we advise

readers to seek support if needed.

 

*For more information on the

illustrators from this issue, please see

Issue 1 and 2. 

 

In July 2021, the UK government announced plans to
make public sexual harassment (PSH) illegal. Most of the
media coverage surrounding the news, however, was
centred around how ‘catcalling’ would be made an
offence. Aside from this being just one form of PSH, this
slightly playful term underplays how detrimental verbal
harassment can be – not only because it can lead to other
forms of abuse, but studies have also shown that
experiences of sexism are connected to mental health
issues. 

The Young Women’s Trust found that, ‘young women
who experience sexism are five times more likely to suffer
from clinical depression’. Black womxn and marginalised
genders are even more likely to experience harassment.  

In this issue, we explore how different forms of
discrimination can impact mental wellbeing, including how
unregulated diet and fitness social media accounts can
lead to disordered eating, and the long-term effects of
fatphobic abuse and sexual violence. 

I hope that in reading this issue, you’ll gain a deeper
understanding about these topics, as I have. 

 
Marianne Voyle

Editor

https://www.instagram.com/jajonc/?hl=pt
https://www.instagram.com/caro_windmuller/
https://purebarkin.com/
https://www.instagram.com/molmadethis/
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https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/our-words-magazine
https://www.youngwomenstrust.org/our-research/impact-sexism-young-womens-mental-health/?gclid=CjwKCAjwjJmIBhA4EiwAQdCbxp_z9vbD9Fk60FqTLJNhT4j4rz23DV01VPU7iMCHOKgNB2sVvNaPcBoCHncQAvD_BwE


TO
KEEP
GOING

Gaps between trees where the sunlight falls,

Trickles of gold drip on beech pillars and walls,

When bluebell carpets crowd the forest leaves,

And blackbirds hide like sly insect thieves,

When blossom fades but you anticipate peonies,

And reading in the garden oh how dreamy,

Your racing heartbeat and night time sweats,

Are forgotten temporarily with nature’s progress,

How to keep going when you are locked in your mind,

And the feeling inside it is making you blind,

To anything but your anxiety and pain,

Every day you think you can’t do it again,

But you glance at the lambs in the neighbouring field,

Or the shy doe peeking through shrub is revealed,

And you think for that moment of nothing else,

For once outside your all-encompassing self,

Transported from your negative role play,

Where you whittle away your soul each day,

Desperately numb yet trying to fight,

To make it all better while life continues to bite,

But you look at the sun and magnificent sky,

And say to yourself for this I will try.

POETRY

 Written by   LUCY MORLAND 
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TW anxiety, depression.



I stood in front of the dressing room mirror, akin to a house of
mirrors, reflecting on how it could distort my body depending on
my stance. My bra looked limp and tired, the underwire sticking
out, while my pants were faded from constant washing. The body
it contained was nothing remarkable either, at least that’s what I
told myself. Freckled like an egg with pink blotches interspersed
with paleness, it personified an introvert who chose to haunt the
stacks of the nearest bookshop, like a bibliophilic vampire. 

I tried to angle my shoulders and chest in a way that would make
the needles of doubt quieten. The dress I had chosen sat patiently
on a hanger, among other hangers containing garments I’d cast
aside. The dress was a garishly bright shade of turquoise my
grandmother had picked out for me. Reaching for the outfit, I
jumped in surprise as my grandmother yanked open the privacy
curtain. 

“Are you done yet?”, she demanded.

Shaking my head, I felt the pinpricks of doubt shouting louder. 

“Oh, do hurry up,” she huffed, her eyes sweeping my body. “Why
don’t you just lose weight?”, she said before closing the curtain
with a rattle. 
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Christina struggles to 
find confidence in herself
because of other people's
perceptions. Can she find
joy defining herself on her
own terms? 

Written by HARRIET BIRCH

SHORT STORY
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The nagging echo of doubt was louder still as I grabbed the
dress off the hanger and tugged it over my head. I could hear my
grandmother loudly asking the sales assistant if the dress came in
a bigger size and the swift reply that it did not. With my cheeks
burning, I finally managed to get the dress over my head and
down my body. I looked in the mirror but couldn’t properly see it
as I was crying too much. I felt like I’d let myself down. I’d let
everyone else down. I’d been the fat child who had eaten too
much birthday cake. The girl who couldn’t run fast enough at
school. The teenager who the boys asked out for a dare. I was
unworthy in their eyes, and that had bleached into my brain like
poison. The blurry figure in the mirror looked like an overstuffed
toilet roll with a red face, messy hair and a bulging body. 

“I’ve decided the dress isn’t right for me after all,” I called out in
a shaky voice, putting my own clothes back on and returning to
the comfort of familiarity. Wiping my eyes free of tears, I stepped
out into the harsh light of the shop. My grandmother groaned as I
returned empty-handed.>>

Illustration by  SOPHIE KATHLEEN 

TW body image, body dysmorphia, 
emotional abuse, eating disorders, bullying, self-harm.

What it meansWhat it means
to feel aliveto feel alive  
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Passing pedestrians were a taunt, with their overt happiness and
ease. My grandmother’s words echoed unpleasantly in my head.
When she planted herself in a café with a cup of tea, she shook
her head when I ordered a custard tart and changed my order to
a salad. When I tried to eat, the food sat like a dead weight in my
stomach. 

On the way home, my grandmother’s chatter blurred into the
background, and I paid little attention. She continued to attack
me with her words, alternating with gossiping about people I
didn’t know and didn’t care to know. Stopping at a red light, she
glanced out the window. Curiously, I found my gaze following
hers to a young blonde woman wearing a rainbow dress carrying
a heavy-looking plastic bag. As we watched her, the bag ripped,
and its contents tumbled to the ground. She had to chase a loaf
of bread down the road. Her rainbow dress was a pennant. In the
brief moment when we locked eyes, she smiled at me. Her body
was Rubenesque, and I was surprised to see a body like mine, but
in motion, happy and free. 

My reverie was broken by my grandmother’s snide comments once
more, and I was brought back to reality with a thump.

“I don’t know how that woman has the nerve to be out in public
like that,” my grandmother tutted with a shake of her head. “You’ll
turn out like that if you’re not careful.” To this, I could say nothing.
Instead, I forced myself not to laugh at my grandmother for the
outrageous assessment that I could be as happy as the woman in
the rainbow dress. 

Everyone has a hobby. Some people like collecting china teacups,
others might like chess. My hobby of choice was going on social
media and scrolling through perfectly staged images on my feed,
like a whole new type of torture. Everything just seemed a bit too
bright and overexposed – the women were too perfect, grinning
over a proffered pie in an immaculate dish, or sitting in a
perfectly staged sitting room that looks too pristine to be invaded
by people. I scrolled so rapidly that the movement was
subconscious by this point.

Misery likes company, and I was my own worst enemy. While I
convinced myself that I browsed social media to feel less alone, it
served to increase those feelings. I fantasised about what my life
would be like if I was thin. I’d have the perfect life they all had. 

Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

I’d live in a perfect house, and my slender figure would give me an
easy assurance that I lacked. I’d wear perfect clothes, and
everyone would love me. I wouldn’t feel so alone.
I nearly buckled under that realisation. I was about to cast my
phone aside when I stopped and looked at the profile I had
clicked on. 

        “I don’t know what to do with you anymore,” she sighed,
leaving the shop as I followed in her wake with my head hanging
low. 

My doubt-filled thoughts grew louder still as we passed a
department store’s display, and my grandmother pointed at an
advertisement featuring a willowy blonde model with perfect skin
wearing a black silk underwear set, her arms draped around an
equally flawless man. My grandmother looked at me and shook
her head sadly.

“Why can’t you be like her?”, she asked. “Nobody will like you if
you’re fat.” I said nothing, a fresh surge of emotion threatening. I
stole a glance at her watery blue-grey eyes and then looked
away. In them, I saw who she used to be, stitched together by
history and family myth. 

A socialite and hostess, she’d always been aware of the need to
be effortlessly elegant, and she’d found unquestioned success
wherever she went, both socially and through her career as a
concert pianist. For my grandmother, thinness and success were
forever intertwined as she dazzled audiences, and they courted
her with their adoration. However, despite this, she was good at
chipping away at someone’s exterior until they crumbled. Still,
she did it so deftly that they weren’t aware they were being
diminished until they shattered into hate, pain and self-
recrimination. All these years later, she didn’t know how it felt
when someone makes you feel small. She was just good at
making other people feel like that and just as good at ensuring
that each snide remark hurt. 

>>
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Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

It was for an art studio that did life modelling and boudoir
photography. I scrolled once more, but more contemplatively. The
artwork emphasised the beauty of the portrayed bodies, while the
photographs revealed a sauciness that fizzed from the fingertips
of these demigods and goddesses. I laughed out loud in pure joy
and found my free hand punching the air in elation. I looked
around in embarrassment, but the shame quickly gave way to
pleasure. My hand unfurled as I cupped my cheek in a caress, and I
rang the studio to enquire. I found myself smiling, a feeling so alien
that it took me by surprise. I almost squealed with happiness when
I was asked to sit for a life class the following week. 
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When I turn up at the studio at the agreed time, the woman I
speak to on the phone greets me. She seems to have an
affection for liberally applied red lipstick and red feather boas, a
jaunty black silk beret perched cheerfully on her slate grey curls.
Her hands and wrists are adorned with a multitude of bracelets
and rings that jangle when she moves her hands with
exuberance, as she often does. Her ensemble is finished off with
an oversized smock dress made of patchwork squares with a hem
that reaches her ankles and heavy red Wellington boots on her
feet. Her energy and enthusiasm are infectious, and I warm to her
instantly.

“I’m Fox, dear,” she says affably, exuberantly shaking my hand
and ushering me through to a small side room that contains a
changing area and a sink. “So glad you could make it.” I can hear
the hum of voices outside the room.

“Have you done modelling before, dear?” Fox asks me. I shake my
head. >>

>>
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         Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

“Don’t worry. Everyone is a lovely bunch here. You’ll feel right at
home in no time.” Fox beams, handing me a robe to wear. “Get
undressed and come and join us when you’re ready.”

Fox leaves me to my ministrations, and I quickly don the robe
after getting undressed. The bra I am wearing still has the
underwire sticking out, and I impulsively take the bra off. I rarely
look at my body with anything but derision, so the feeling is
exciting. 

I step onto the platform that I will be standing on whilst being
drawn. I wait for the needles of doubt, but I’m met instead by
the warmth of silence. The group of artists look at me
attentively, their easels in front of them. Fox introduces me to
the group, and I feel my hesitation melt like ice as I look at their
kindly faces. I brace my hands on either side of my robe. 

Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

Fox steps back, and a hush descends on the group as they start
to draw me. I feel my shoulders straighten as my spirits lighten. I
am showing my body to others on my terms and not to be
mocked or critiqued but loved for its curves and peaks and
valleys of skin, flesh and softness. 

>>

inspiring reading
TITLE Body Positive Power
AUTHOR Megan Jane Crabbe
PUBLISHER Vermilion 
YEAR 2017
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Non-fiction

Maybe the self-doubt will always be there, but while the doubt
may still linger at the back of my mind. I know to shout louder. 

Nobody will like you if you’re fat. 

 “Can I take the robe off?” I ask, my voice steady. Fox nods and
smiles at me.  

“If you like,” she says. 

In one fluid motion, it’s off my shoulders and falls to the floor. A
ripple of applause fills the room; this becomes my armour as my
body is drawn from a myriad of different angles on each easel. I
could get used to this, I think. Each wrinkle and wobbly bit of skin
is an avenue to be followed by a pencil, while the dimpled skin of
my thighs is the perfect place for a brush of oil paint or
watercolour. 

Nobody will like you - 

My grandmother’s casual cruelness is swept away like dust motes
in the air. I’ve been too afraid to live, too scared to take up space.
Yet I am here. Alive. Loving myself. Happy. Curved and
Rubenesque, yet weightless in my joy. I’m not alone anymore, and I
know what it truly means to be alive. An impulsive laugh escapes
my lips, and I drape my arms over my head, twisting my body this
way and that as the artists call out encouragement and
appreciation. My laugh coils upwards into the air, and I let it fly. >>



As humans, we naturally desire validation from our communities to

reaffirm our place and gain a sense of belonging. We consciously

and unconsciously change our behaviour and appearance to

ensure we are perceived as socially acceptable and receive the

validation we desire. Nevertheless, how we attempt to mould

ourselves to fit into social expectations concerning body image

proves to be highly destructive to our mental health. 

Society has never allowed women's bodies to be a private and

personal matter. We have always been victims of relentless

criticisms surrounding our appearance and how well we cater to

the male gaze. Hence, beauty standards have reduced our worth

to be determined through what men typically find attractive. If we

can meet the heteronormative beauty standards, we are still

expected to maintain them, regardless of how unrealistic these

standards may be. 

However, not all individuals can comfortably accommodate

themselves within society. Some are ostracised simply because

they do not fit in with normative expectations. It is crucial to

acknowledge the daily struggles plus-size women experience as

the most victimised to weight bias. By not having the body shape

that is valued by the norm, plus-size women are subjected to

relentless judgement and pressure to conform to these standards.

T H E  W E I G H T  O F

B E A U T Y  S T A N D A R D S
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ARTICLE

Why is mental health disregarded
when physical health is involved?
Our writer explores the concept 
of stigma and how it impacts 
plus-size women.

Written by AREEBA FAHIM
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Weight stigma remains a prevalent issue within our society and

renders plus-size individuals, especially women, victims of

discrimination and oppressive practices that are highly damaging

to their mental wellbeing. The sociologist Erving Goffman defines

stigma as ‘the situation of the individual who is disqualified from

full social acceptance’(1). In other words, because they possess an

attribute that differentiates them from others, such persons are

typically viewed as bad, dangerous or weak. Consequently, they

are considered outside the 'normality' realm and deemed as less

desirable within society. >>

TW mental health, body image, eating disorders.

Illustration by MOL UNDERWOOD  inspired by the work of Nadzeya Dzivakova



This is because, in the online space, she

could control the way she presented

herself and avoid her body being

subjected to public discourse.

The constant degradation and verbal

abuse plus-size women face and the

internalisation of these oppressive views

about themselves can result in lower self-

esteem and confidence. Consequently, it

can make them feel less deserving of

fulfilling relationships and be less likely to

form new ones. Further, feelings of shame

caused by the inability to conform and a

desire to regain social acceptance and fit

in also result in practices that compromise

their mental well-being. A 2010 review

exploring the relationship between mental

health and obesity highlights that 'people

who were obese had a 55% increased risk

of developing depression over time, and

people experiencing depression had a

58% increased risk of becoming obese'. 

Nonetheless, mental health struggles for

plus-size women are continuously

neglected and considered minor in

contrast to their physical health. Society

further perpetuates the weight stigma by

blaming plus-size women for their own

weight gain. The myth that their overall

health and happiness will be improved

once they lose weight is extremely

damaging and adds additional pressures

for them to fit into the standard just so

that they can be taken seriously. 

This common but profoundly flawed

narrative follows the view that we should

keep ourselves within the ideal framework

of accepted weight because we are

responsible for and have control over our

bodies and choices. Plus-sized bodies are

viewed as unruly and undisciplined

because they do not follow this ideal; the

notion that people would willingly exist as

something other than the norm is

inconceivable.

       Goffman identifies three distinct

categories of stigma: ‘physical deformities’;

invisible or mental disorders; and stigma

associated with identity markers (e.g. race

and religion)(2). From this theoretical

perspective, plus-size women are

stigmatised through the former two

categories. Goffman observes that an

immediately perceivable stigma is more

likely to interfere with interactions between

the stigmatised and the stigmatiser. 

This stigmatised quality segregates

individuals from their community and acts

as a barrier, preventing them from

achieving full social acceptance. In this

context, plus-size women, unable to

conceal their weight in public, are

constantly exposed to criticism. As a result,

both the self and the body are more prone

to the stereotypical opinions and

judgements of others. According to

Goffman, the stigmatised are also likely to

internalise these views and perceive

themselves as inferior.

Different varieties of discrimination are

exercised by those who fit conventional

standards. Microaggressions towards plus-

size women can be seen within almost all

institutions and infrastructures. From chairs

in restaurants that are far too small to

clothes only available up to size 16, it’s as if

plus-size individuals are encouraged to

stay inside and away from public places. 

>> A notable example of the daily practical

struggles plus-size women experience can

be seen within the health care system. Both

Stephanie Yeboah and Roxane Gay

express dissatisfaction with the medical

institution towards the treatment of Black

plus-size women(3). Many serious health

issues are often disregarded and blamed

on obesity, believed to disappear through

‘controlling’ weight. 

Alongside the assumption that Black

women are stronger and unable to feel

pain, not needing the same amount of

support as their white counterparts, plus-

size women are often discouraged from

seeking medical help when needed. As Gay

herself states, 'doctors are supposed to do

no harm, but when it comes to fat bodies,

most doctors seem fundamentally

incapable of heeding their oath'(4).

The complete rejection of plus-size women

within society can lead to anxiety within

interactions, forming relationships and

going outside. It even results in social

isolation in anticipation of being perceived

negatively through public reactions,

comments, and/or being the target of

public sexual harassment (PSH). Reflecting

on her own experiences with the complex

relationship between mental health and

obesity, Gay express her past comfort with

online anonymity and reluctance to meet

up with her friends in public spaces(5) 

O U R  W O R D S  
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        Yet, rejecting and challenging this norm is exactly what we

should be doing. A review from the National Obesity Observatory

found no evidence to indicate that any stigmatising experience,

teasing, or commentary regarding weight has any positive influence

on the motivation of children to lose weight or engage in effective

weight reduction strategies. On the contrary, research has shown

that this response contributes to lowered self-esteem, lousy eating

habits and excess stress. Gay reveals that food offered her comfort

when she needed to be comforted and did not know how to ask for

the necessary support from those around her. 

       

A common impact of stigmatising experiences for plus-size women is

the development of eating disorders. Binge eating disorder, as Gay

expresses, can become a coping mechanism to deal with trauma or

even a response to body shaming. Many plus-size women also suffer

from bulimia and starvation, which, again, is associated with the

overarching view that they must ‘fix’ their bodies and the desire to fit

in. These experiences, however, remain underrepresented culturally

and in the media because they work towards the ultimate goal of

weight loss. This is encapsulated perfectly in Blythe Baird’s spoken

word poem ‘When the Fat Girl Gets Skinny’, when she says, 'when you

develop an eating disorder when you are not thin to begin with, you

are a success story.'

Our society uses the facade of being concerned by a plus-size

individual’s physical health to justify weight stigma and ignore

alarming mental health struggles(6). It is our moral obligation to

unlearn the toxic conventional norms ingrained in our minds, and

foster empowering environments that protect and cultivate different

forms of embodied selves. As allies, we must be aware if we, or the

people around us, are spreading weight bias and contributing, even

if unintentional, to the mental health struggles of plus-size women.

Being mindful and remembering that our bodies are all different is a

step forward to breaking the cycle and protecting younger

generations from unrealistic standards of beauty and weight bias.

>>
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"The complete rejection of plus-size women within society can
lead to anxiety within interactions, forming relationships and going

outside. It even results in social isolation in anticipation of being
perceived negatively through public reactions, comments, and/or

being the target of public sexual harassment (PSH)."

https://www.mindcharity.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Obesity-and-Mental-Health.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16Tb_bZZDv0


They say when one door closes,

Another one opens.

But that isn’t true.

You need the strength to push open a new door

But in the meantime,

I’m stuck in the corridor

Wondering where my dad is

And why all this sadness

Won’t go away.

 

Days and nights feel the same

Because they are filled with the same pain

And I’m always asleep.

Wine tastes good when it makes you feel

Something you don’t and like someone you’re not.

But it never lasts.

 

I was forced to discover that

Real pain is -

Not when you push out the tears.

But when the tears

Fall

         Out

                  Of

                         Your

                                    Eyes.

 

 

I wander up and down this cold corridor

Looking for a door that is already open.

A short cut you might say.

But the open doors lead to

Fake friends and bitter ends.

So I will stay where I am.

 

He found me lying on the marble floor

And picked me up.

I asked him to open the door for me

As I am too weak.

He showed me that the only way out is to push

Together.
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POETRY

The corridor
Written by EMILY MIDDLETON

Illustration by KAROLINA JONC BUCZEK 
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Parvati battles with
monsters in her mind,
which often get the
upper hand. There’s a
darkness within her,
boiling under the
surface. What happens
if it wins for good?

Parvati had always felt at home at the sea. The fresh, crisp air
that kissed her cheeks and smelt like salt, the sand between her
toes and the sound of seagulls flitting across the blue sky. She
had many memories there, making sandcastles with her parents,
her father carrying her on his shoulders as they went to get candy
floss, and having races to the water with her mother. It had
always just been the three of them, and yet, she had never felt
alone. Her parents were enough to fill the void in her heart, quell
the loneliness and bitter thoughts when she was a child. 

As Parvati grew, the darkness festered in her mind, bubbling like a
potion in a witch’s cauldron. Bullying, racism, abuse and self-
loathing all caused the darkness to germinate over time. On and
on, it brewed, spilling over occasionally, resulting in her sitting in
her therapist’s office, as a teenager, in tears and with new scars
freshly cut on her arms from the night before. 

The overspill happened more and more when Parvati became an
adult, and while she no longer self-harmed, the dark days grew
into weeks, months, and years. Until, it had finally won, and she
found herself staring out at the sea on a cold, winter’s evening.
The sky was dark above her, and the stars seemed to look down
upon her with sadness; a great mourning for a woman who had
given up on herself. 

Parvati's lips were trembling, tears trickling down her cheeks. The
tears seemed to bubble up inside her. Bubbling. Bubbling like a
kettle coming to the boil as the sadness, that painful darkness,
seemed to well inside her chest. There was pressure on her chest,
making it harder and harder for her to breathe. Parvati opened
her mouth, trying to force herself to live, but the pain only grew
until all that she could do was scream.

A blood-curdling scream, the kind Parvati felt in her bones,
brought her to her knees. No one could hear her sobs, only the
water that started to lap up at her knees as the tide came in. She
lifted her eyes to the ocean out in front of her.

It seemed to call out to her, a whisper that said, “it’s okay. You’re
safe here. Safe with us.”

Safe.

When was the last time she had felt safe? She didn’t know. There
was peace in the sea, from the trips she had taken with her
parents to the beach, to road trips with her friends on holidays to
different waters. Everything was quiet here; a place where her
monsters never appeared. The sea, sometimes a gentle force and
occasionally violent, was too mighty for the dark shadows that
followed her everywhere. 

Lately, the shadows had taken over. The voices in her head, the
insecurities she had about how she looked, the remnants of years
of bullying. They had all been heightened since Parvati had met
him; a monster that broke her in ways she could never repair. The
kind that only took until there was nothing left. Many people are
familiar with this type of monster who appears in the shadows in
parks, sneaking up on you, or in the form of people you know - a
friend, a family member, a teacher, a husband, a boyfriend, a
girlfriend. A no is never enough to stop these kinds of monsters. 

A  M O N S T E RA  M O N S T E RA  M O N S T E R
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         It was pretty, she thought, and pleasant that she was at the
sea, for one last time.

No one ever really knows what happens when you die. For
Parvati, she saw nothing until stars started to wink into existence.
They twinkled in the night sky against the beautiful pinks, purples
and golden hues of space that seemed to surround her. She
reached out as if to touch it and feel them all around her
fingertips. She had always loved the colour purple. There was a
mystery to the tone, embedded darkness and brightness that
appealed to her. 

She drifted through space as if she were a star, a planet or gas
herself. Parvarti's mind was empty, her body and soul no longer in
pain. She thought this might be what heaven feels like; a
peaceful nothingness where nothing could harm her. For as wide
as her eyes could see, energy was all around her. She wondered
if that is what she was now; energy that had been flung back into
the universe to wander and travel. She had always wanted to
travel to space as a child.

Time passed slowly here.

Parvati drifted until she began to feel a tug, like she was being
pulled back down by something. It happened slowly at first, then
quickly, all at once. Trying to grab at anything, Parvati reached
out her hands but found nothing to hold on to. It felt like her heart
was in her throat as she flailed at nothing. 
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>> Her skin felt hot, a wild panic set in her bones. It made her skin
crawl, a searing burn as she tried to gain some semblance of
control. The stars, lights, and colours seemed to get closer and
closer, suffocating her. She couldn’t hear herself screaming as
she fell fast.

Parvati closed her eyes and waited for death.

But it never came. Slowly, Parvati opened her eyes, and the
screams died in her throat. She was sitting on the ground. Had
she gone mad? All around her was fog; a dense, thick fog. She
could hardly see into it, but above her was darkness. She was in a
black box, full of smoke and fog. Was she in some kind of hell?

Through the fog, she could hear footsteps moving fast towards
her. She stumbled backwards, trying to get away from whoever
or whatever was coming towards her. With her back pressed
against the wall, she tried to protect her body by holding her
knees to her chest and burying her face. The footsteps grew
louder and louder until the sound was deafening, like some giant
monster knocking on the door, repeatedly banging until the door
came away.

And then it stopped. >>



       Parvati took a deep breath and looked up, bracing

herself, only to find a little girl in front of her. The girl had her

brown hair in two plaits, tied with purple ribbons. She was

smiling and holding out a little daisy in her hand.

“This is for you,” the girl said. “Mama said I’m to share.”

Parvati stared at her in shock before taking the flower and

looking down at it. What a small thing in the palm of her hand,

she thought. She wondered if her monsters looked at her like

that, small, pathetic and weak. 

“Your favourite,” the girl added before she retreated into the

fog. “Come on! We’re going to be late.”

Parvati stared at the space where she had been. The little girl

looked just like Parvati in some distant part of her life. When

Parvati was younger, she found beauty in the little things. At

that age, everything was so new. She wanted to live, to

explore. She believed that she could be anything she wanted.

The daisy lay in Parvati's hand. Only in her hand, it looked

small and pathetic, just like her.

She stood up and let the daisy fall into the fog. It

disappeared. She started walking. It seemed like she had

walked for hours. There were no walls, or if there had been,

they had disappeared, melting into the fog all around her.

On and on, it went, never-ending until it started to thin, like

walking through a dark tunnel with no lighting until you meet

the end when sunlight begins to pour in. Much like that,

Parvati could see sunlight flooding in, a golden glow that lit up

the shadows and drew patterns in the fog. Through the

sunlight, Parvati could see the world taking form. 

Her younger self was waiting for her at the edge of the

clearing. 

“Come on,” she said, smiling. “Mummy is waiting for us.” 

“Where… where are we?” Parvati asked, looking down at her. 

“We’re home silly,” she laughed, tugging on her hand. “It’s your

birthday.” 

Parvati watched as her street came into view. It was a small

street. Each house had a small drive and a cobbled path that

led up to the door. Most houses had newer doors, but hers

had always been a strong, oak door, with an old doorknob and

knocker shaped like a lion. The cobbled path was lined with

flower beds of every colour, reds, blues, pinks and purples,

with a small fence and gate that enclosed the front garden. It

was a small house, just big enough for the three of them. 

The front door opened to reveal her mother and her father. Her

mother looked like she was a heroine picked out from a novel

and her father looked as though he could’ve been in a band.

Her mother had long, curly hair and honey-brown eyes that

matched her brown skin, a sepia tone that brought out the dark

flecks in her eyes. She had always wanted to look like her

mother, beautiful, elegant and regal. Except, she was awkward.

She had a hook nose, a rounder face and a softer jawline. She

had always been teased over the fact that she didn’t have a

stronger jawline, that she had a witch’s nose, and a laugh would

always go with the mock.

“Hey, sweetheart,” her mum, Anitha, said. She opened her arms

for her. She was in a dark blue dress. “You’re here.” 

Parvati walked up to her mum in a daze and melted into her

arms. Her younger self had disappeared.

“All of your friends are here, honey,” Arun, her father, smiled. He

had long dark hair pulled into a bun, a healthy amount of facial

hair and dancing eyes. She had inherited her hook nose from

him, but it suited him. She looked more like her father than her

mother. They shared the same tone of skin, warm, honey-brown

and darker eyes. 

But she thought everything on her looked terrible. No matter

what they said. 

“C’mon, the party is getting started,” he said, wrapping an arm

around Parvati, walking her inside with her mother following. 

But when she opened the door, she was faced with a different

scene. Out of smoke and mist, a school’s playground

materialised. 

It all started when she was ten years old. She had been playing

in the playground, picking up cherry blossoms and weaving them

into her plaits when three children came up to her. 

“What are you doing?” the first said. Her name was Claire. It

was a sunny day, and the sunlight made her eyes sparkle. They

appeared menacing, like a monster about to attack its prey. 

“I like flowers,” Parvati replied, “I think they look pretty. Do you

want one?” 

Claire laughed, “you’re too dark to be pretty.” 

“Too fat too,” her friend, Katie, said. “My mum says that people

who look like you don’t belong here.” Her smile was wicked. 

Parvati felt a sting to her eyes as they welled up with tears. She

felt heat rush to her cheeks as the playground began closing in

on her. 
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      She felt like she had been slapped across the face or

punched in the chest. Tears began to fall down her cheeks as

she backed away from them, trembling. 

Of course, she wasn’t pretty enough. 

Too dark. 

Too fat. 

She ripped the flowers from her hair and sobbed into her

hands. Her heart felt heavy, like it was about to shatter into

pieces. Everything around her was heightened. She was

aware of the sounds of her cries, the laughter of other

children and the birdsong in the trees. 

“Sort your face out too, spotty!” the last of the henchmen

shouted, James. 

Parvati watched as her younger self ran away to sit by a tree

and cry for her whole lunch break. 

Another scene seemed to materialise in front of her. It was her

family bathroom. The tiles were a cream colour, and the

bathroom mats were soft. She remembered that they were

always easy on her knees when she was sick. 

She was sixteen here and bent over a toilet bowl, throwing up

after eating dinner. The bullying had never stopped. It just got

progressively worse, and the only way she knew how to deal

with it was to take it out on herself. 

“You’re so ugly. No one will ever love you with a face like

that.” 

“Why do you have so many spots and scars?"

“You should bleach your skin. Maybe then someone will like

you.” 

Parvati never did that since she was always too scared to do

so. But she started to cut herself. It was a form of pain relief.

She felt so much of it, always there bubbling in her chest. No

matter how much she cried or screamed, the pain would never

leave her. 

It only gave her a moment’s peace when she took a pair of

scissors and sliced her skin. She always hated herself

afterwards. 

Parvati stared at her younger self. She felt a kind of distance

from the person she had been, yet something within her

awakened, seeking help; a need for her to help herself. But

she couldn’t move from where she was standing. So, she just

watched herself crying on the floor of her bathroom. Sick in

the toilet and blood on the floor. 

She remembered that night. It was the time she tried to take her

own life for the first time. Her mother found her in a pool of her

own sweat and vomit, an empty packet of antidepressants next

to her and the scissors. She watched as her mother ran into the

room. Screaming. There was so much pain and fear in her

mother’s voice, on her face. Parvati had never seen her mother

that scared before. A blood-curdling scream left Anitha's lips as

she fell to her knees, and she cradled her daughter’s body. Arun

rushed in a moment later. Parvati would never be able to get

that scream out of her head, no matter how much she tried. 

It was like the memory happened in slow motion. The ambulance

came within five minutes, and the hospital scene unfolded in

front of her. She remembered bits of this. She had been in and

out of consciousness at the time, seeing flashing lights and

hearing hurried voices. She woke to her parents next to her the

following day, her wrists bandaged and her stomach pumped. 

“You never liked yourself very much, did you?” a voice said.

Parvati looked down. Her younger self was beside her, her little

face staring up at her.

“No, I didn’t”, Parvati replied, looking back at the scene now

playing in front of her. They were in a dark room, with a film reel

flickering. She felt like she was in an old cinema watching the

scenes of her life after her attempt. 

“Why?” 

Parvati looked down. There were tears in her eyes. “I don’t know.

It was easier to hate myself than accept that I needed help.” 

The girl squeezed her hand. “You should’ve loved yourself.” 

Parvati looked back to the scenes in front of her. Flashes of her

in hospital, speaking to a therapist and finally, being able to

return home. 

“I know”, she replied, squeezing her hand back, “I should’ve.” 

For many years after, Parvati managed to keep that darkness at

bay. She was on antidepressants and saw a therapist regularly.

Even through her first break-up, the loss of her childhood cat,

and moving away from home after university, she managed to

push away the monsters. 

It started to get worse when she turned 23. She met someone

who she had believed to be kind, decent. But he hurt her in

places that she could never heal from entirely, not really. The

scars would always plague her emotionally. He took away her

trust and the notion of the person she was before. He stole that

life from her, and no matter how hard she fought, she could not

get it back. 
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        Parvati felt used, dirty. For many months she blamed

herself for what happened. She blamed herself for going to his

place, for drinking, for existing. It was never her fault. It wasn’t

her fault that he took advantage of her, that he touched her

forcibly, forced her into his bed and stole her voice. 

She left that relationship after six months. Six long months of

fear and abuse left her with nightmares, panic attacks, and

more self-loathing. And so, the darkness returned. The darkness

that led her to the beach. 

“Why do you blame yourself for what happened?” 

It was just Parvati and her little self now. They were sitting in

their childhood bedroom. There were Harry Potter posters on

the walls, a pink bed set and a bookcase of growing books. 

“I don’t know”, she replied, looking at her younger self. She had

no idea who this person was. The little girl was so hopeful.

Parvati had lost that part of herself along the way. 

“A monster is a monster; scary and cruel. They don’t care who

they hurt,” the little girl said. “Mummy always says monsters can

be people too. And what monsters do, is never your fault.” 

Parvati smiled. “She did say that.” 

The little girl smiled. “What will happen to us now?” she asked.

“What happens after this?” 

Parvati looked around the room. She still had her old teddy

bears on her bed, and there was music playing in the

background from somewhere in the house; an old blues song.

She couldn't remember the name. Everything here was like a

time capsule, of a time long forgotten. 

“I don’t know,” she replied honestly. She stood up and walked

over to her bookcase. She picked up a picture of herself, her

mother and her father. 

“I think you’re supposed to remember something, something that

will help you feel better.” 

Parvati laughed, turning back to look at herself. “And what

would that be?” 

“You already know the answer to that”, little Parvati smiled,

pointing to the now open door. 

Parvati walked through the corridor. The song was getting

louder. It was coming from the kitchen. She followed the noise,

the soft carpet beneath her feet and the light flooding in from

the downstairs passageway. Pictures were lining the wall going

upstairs, photos of places they’d been. And in the kitchen were

her parents making dinner. 
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“We’ve got you,” Anitha said. Parvati could hear the worry in her

voice. Anitha wrapped her arms around Parvati and rocked her

like a baby. “You mean so much to us, and we love you so

much. Whatever is going on, it’s okay.”

Parvati shook her head, leaning on her, “I think I need some

help, mama. I’m so done. Done with everything. I just...want to

give up. I want it all to stop.”

This embrace, warmth, and dialogue didn’t happen outside of

her fantasy. In reality, she had come home and pretended that

everything was fine until years later, her mother found her

hurting herself again. Maybe this is the memory she wanted.

She wanted her parents around her as she cried, as she broke

down. Perhaps, if she had been open to her parents sooner,

things might have been better for her.

“You’re going to get better, honey. Whatever you need, we will

get you that help. It’s never too late”, Arun whispered, like he

was keeping the monsters at bay. “You are not alone.” 

Parvati closed her eyes. She had never been alone. 

And when she opened them again, she was in a hospital bed. 

        “Honey, you’re home. I’ve made your favourite”, her mother

said. “Oh look at you. You look like you’ve seen a ghost. Did

something happen on the way home?” 

Parvati shook her head. “No… just tired.” She remembered this

day. She had been at work all day and had come home to her

parents making aubergine curry and rotli. There was always a

warmth to her family home, one that she had never been able

to replace. 

“Aw, it was a long day at work?”, Anitha said, walking over and

touching her daughter’s face. 

Parvati leaned into the touch. “Yeah, it was. How was your

day?” 

She sat down at the dinner table, watching as her parents

moved about the kitchen. There were flowers in the middle of

the table, candle lights on the worktops and the smell of freshly

cooked food in the air. She felt safe here. 

“Fine”, Anitha replied. “I was just helping the new team set up

for next week.” 

“Are you sure you’re okay, Parv?”, Arun asked, beginning to dish

out their food. “You don’t look so well.” 

She looked at herself in the window reflection, and she

appeared frail. Her brown eyes seemed grey, as did the gold of

her brown skin; taunt and aged. It was like her life had been

sucked out of her body. She was an empty shell walking, a

corpse without a heartbeat, without blood, without warmth. A

lump formed in her throat and she felt like her heart was

breaking all over again in her chest. She looked down at her

hands and they were too big. Tears started to blur her vision.

Parvati didn’t remember this part of the memory.

Her father wrapped his arm around her. He was always warm.

Steady.

“Whatever is happening, it’ll be okay. We’re here for you, and

you will get through this”, Arun said, kissing her temple. “You are

so much stronger than you realise.”

“But what if I’m not? What if I can’t fight this?” Parvati sobbed.

“Every day, it hurts. I just want to give up. I wake up, and I’m in

pain. I go to sleep, and I’m in pain. It’s never-ending, and I can’t

take it anymore, dad. I can’t take it anymore.”

Parvati's voice broke as the cries violently shook her body, giving

her no control over it. She was shaking and trembling. She

could see herself crying, with tears and snot. A broken mess.

Cries that filled the room, full of anguish, sadness, pain. Why

couldn’t she have been normal and not be plagued by a

monster in her mind? 
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When the UK’s first COVID-19 lockdown was

introduced in March 2020, my Instagram feed was

bombarded with promotions of at-home workouts,

live workout classes and an overload of advice

about keeping fit at home. The deeper I immersed

myself in this content, the more fitness influencers I

followed, and the higher the daily pressure to

exercise. 

In my search for more fitness inspiration, I found the

account of a well-known Love Island star, who

looked almost unrecognisable since she’d focused

her content on fitness inspiration and advice. I

religiously followed her intense workout schedule

and listened to her diet advice. Just two months

later, she announced that she was seeking

professional help for an eating disorder. I was in

complete shock. I felt cheated into obsessing over

food and exercise, which is something I hadn’t

experienced before. Without realising it, I had

started mirroring behaviours I believed to be

‘normal’ and ‘healthy’. I’d trusted everything that

she’d said. While it wasn’t purposeful, this account

was implicitly promoting disordered eating, covered

up by a healthy lifestyle facade. 

TW mental health struggles, eating disorders, diet
culture, societal pressure.
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REVIEW

     In their research article on diet culture and Instagram,

O’Shea debated that the cultural and social obsession with the

ideal female body type has led to the emergence of diet culture

online. Diet culture can be defined as ‘a system of societal or

cultural beliefs, customs and behaviours that place an increased

level of value and importance on visual appearance, specifically

weight and body size rather than overall physical and mental

wellbeing.’ Diet culture can be observed in the form of calorie

counting, dieting to lose weight, fitness regimes and before and

after pictures. 

While Instagram can ban pro-anorexia accounts and hashtags,

for the platform to identify pro-eating disorder content that lies

implicitly on the pages of several verified fitness influencers, as I

mentioned above, seems almost impossible. While ‘fitspiration’

accounts may be well-intentioned, Holland and Tiggeman, who

have researched the relationship between social networking

and eating disorders, identified five problematic elements of

their content. This included the over-representation of the slim,

white and able-body type, which is unattainable for many

women, the promotion of appearance-related benefits of

exercise rather than health benefits and guilt-inducing

messages concerning weight loss, echoing narratives of

‘thinspiration’. In addition, they found that some accounts

promote extreme attitudes towards exercise and with

compulsive exercise often comes unhealthy weight loss

behaviours such as restrictive diets and purging (1).

Those from marginalised groups, such as disabled and racialised

individuals, may face heightened challenges in terms of the

everyday pressures of social media. 
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‘Fitspiration’ content usually idealises young, white and able-

bodied individuals, neglecting many online users. In their paper

that analyses the hashtag ‘BBG’ (Bikini Body Guide), Toffeletti

and Thorpe discovered that most influencers that used this

hashtag were able-bodied(2). In turn, they found that this

normalises able-bodies as the ideal representation of femininity

while creating a sense of shame and disgust for disabled

people, negatively impacting their mental wellbeing. 

In her online blog, ally ‘Food Fitness Flora’ highlighted the lack of

representation of Black people in the online fitness community.

She pointed out that for YouTube alone, there were no Black

people in the Top 10 paid Forbes list and only 2 POC in 2019.

Flora argued that such shortage representation reflects the lack

of diversity in the fitness industry offline. Furthermore, fitness

brands only endorse influencers they consider most desirable to

consumers, creating a white, elitist and unobtainable standard.

Flora debated that for Black content consumers, this signifies,

‘you’re unwelcome’. 

Eating disorders are severe mental health issues that can be

influenced by a range of factors related to genetics, biology,

psychology and external surroundings. In nutritionist and

therapist Pixie Turner’s title ‘The No Need To Diet Book’, the

author writes that eating disorders are linked to social media

use. Turner found that those who view health and fitness related

content online are more likely to have an eating disorder. In

addition, Turner debated that social media can trigger eating

disorders when young people turn to Instagram for health

information and advice provided by individuals with thousands of

followers but no relevant qualifications. 
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REVIEW

          I spoke to three female graduates, all in their early

twenties, who are mental health and eating disorder survivors. I

have used pseudonyms in order to preserve their anonymity. The

three womxn I spoke with discussed how the challenges they

faced were directly a result of social media, specifically

Instagram. Much like my own experience, one of the main issues

that arose for these three womxn was the trust they placed on

the advice of influencers. Hope told me, “the main thing I

struggled with is that I would believe everything that influencers

would say. I would go onto the ‘for you’ page and see someone

new who would say that this food is bad and this food isn’t. You

should only eat, for example, courgette spaghetti rather than

normal spaghetti, only have a certain amount of food, or this

particular thing has got loads of sugar in it so you shouldn’t eat

it. I would believe everything they would say.” 

There’s nothing to stop influencers from giving out unsolicited

diet advice online, and unfortunately, this advice isn’t always

accurate. This can lead to disordered eating patterns, including

labelling foods as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ as mentioned by Hope. Hope

stated, ‘people who had a really big influence, you’d believe

them because you think they are famous and you think what they

say is right, but in reality, they don’t have a clue and a lot of

them are struggling themselves, and they are putting that on

you. It affects you, and you don’t realise. And because they look

good, they’ve applied filters, they’ve had work done, or they've

got a personal trainer, you follow what they say.’   

A worrying occurrence online is when diet advice comes from

influencers facing their own personal mental health challenges,

who have potentially not yet recognised this in themselves. For

example, Anna told me, ‘I followed accounts like [...](3) because

you hear other people talking about it. You see their results and

think, “wow, they did that in six weeks – let’s do that”. It wasn’t

until I started doing runs, I would probably be eating under 800

calories a day, [the recommended calorie intake for women in

2000 a day] doing these long runs, going to the gym

afterwards, then coming home and doing a [...] workout. I

pushed myself to the point where I did pass out a few times. It's

scary because you think you’re seeing results and using these

apps to help you, but then you realise that perhaps these people

you idolise, follow, and look to for advice are battling their own

things at the same time.’ 
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Fran had the same experience of dangerously cutting down

calories in an effort to have the same body type as the people she

followed. Fran said, ‘I hit a stage where I wasn’t losing weight, so I

started cutting carbs and eating as little as 900 calories a day,

going to the gym six times a week. I didn’t understand why it was

working for them but not for me’. For me,  it’s difficult for us as

content consumers to remember that the pages influencers run

and the content they create is often their full-time job. Of course,

fitness influencers look the way they do when fitness is their life

24/7. Many users put so much pressure on themselves to mirror

influencers’ fitness routines and lifestyles around their own busy

lives. In addition, it's challenging for many users’ mental health

when this body type is portrayed as obtainable if you ‘buy this

app’ or ‘follow this programme’. 

In terms of online diet culture and its effects on mental health, the

three womxn I spoke with found it detrimental. Hope said, ‘in terms

of my mental health, Instagram made me have loads of fears

around food, and wish I could be like these people on Instagram

who look so good but only eat this amount. Yet, I was so tired, so

hungry, crying a lot and had no energy, and it was all affected by

social media.’ Anna told me that diet culture negatively impacted

her mental health as she continually compared her progress to

others. She explained, ‘I started following [...] again, and I

remember coming to work one day and I went 'I’m going to do two

sessions when I get home',. I couldn’t keep up and I felt like I had

failed. I couldn’t hack the second one at all. 

Fran also spoke about how following some fitness influencers

affected her mental health. She stated, ‘this really affected my

mental health – and led to depression and an eating disorder. I

didn’t get why I didn’t look like all the women I followed on

Instagram. I couldn’t look at myself in the mirror; I wore clothes

that were too big because I thought I was too fat and ugly to be

seen’. As Turner and the womxn I interviewed mentioned,

Instagram plays a significant role in triggering eating disorders

and other related mental health issues, as it perpetuates existing

societal pressures put on women. Unrealistic beauty standards

and ideal body types have always existed through mediums such

as television and magazines. However, having constant exposure

via social media platforms certainly draws further attention to

these gender-based issues. 

>>

>>

"The community of fitness influencers and their promotion of diet
culture, alongside the lack of representation of diverse bodies
online, has severe mental and physical impacts on the women

who follow them."

https://www.nhs.uk/common-health-questions/food-and-diet/what-should-my-daily-intake-of-calories-be/


        The community of fitness influencers and their promotion

of diet culture, alongside the lack of representation of

diverse bodies online, has severe mental and physical

impacts on the women who follow them. A growing number

of Instagram celebrities are providing nutrition and fitness

advice that is not science-based, therefore misleading their

primarily young and impressionable audiences. Furthermore,

as mentioned before, the fitness community also represents

the ‘ideal body type’ as thin, white and able-bodied,

excluding a wide range of bodies from feeling socially

accepted. I am aware that many influencers on social media

work hard to accurately inform their audiences, creating an

inclusive online environment. Some influencers, I think, are

making a positive impact are The Food Medic, Stephanie

Yeboah, Natacha Oceane, Pixie Turner, Lucy Mountain and

Clara Holmes. 

For those influencers not promoting transparent content,

Instagram should do more. The platform needs to protect its

users from misinformed and damaging content, particularly to

safeguard vulnerable users. By creating an online space that

is more transparent and stops the spread of misinformation,

users will be able to make better and informed decisions

about their health and ultimately prevent acquiring mental

health issues.
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Our Books Now is the Our Streets Now (OSN)
campaign’s very own book club. It's an
opportunity for the OSN community to engage
with one another. 

Our Books Now’s primary aim is collective
learning. It appreciates its members’ experiences,
knowledge and interests. 

Our Books Now suggests one book every month
for members to read on feminism, mental health,
VAWG, human rights, and social structures. 

To decolonise knowledge production and
knowledge-sharing, we aim to celebrate non-
English authors and stories and promote books
written in other languages, as well as English.
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